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About This Content

Vermintide is back – darker, bloodier and more intense than ever!

Warhammer: Vermintide 2 is the sequel to the critically acclaimed Vermintide. The time has arrived to revisit the fierce first-
person co-op slaughter-fest featuring visceral and ground breaking melee action, set in the apocalyptic End Times of the war-

ravaged Warhammer Fantasy Battles world .

Our 5 heroes have returned to take on an even greater threat – the combined forces of a malevolent and destructive Chaos army
and the swarming Skaven horde. Prepare to be challenged like never before as you and your team desperately try to survive the
never-ending onslaught. Choose between 15 different careers, climb the talent trees, customize your arsenal to fit your unique
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play style, fight your way through a myriad of stunning levels, and challenge yourself in our new Heroic Deeds System. The only
thing standing between utter defeat and victory is you and your allies. If you fall - so will the Empire.

KEY FEATURES

5 Heroes with 15 Career Paths

Choose between 15 unique careers, each with different appearances, abilities, talents and weapons.

Relentless 4 Player Cooperative Experience

The combined forces of Chaos and Skaven are savage and merciless, and it will take a coordinated team effort to make it out
alive.

Chaos and Skaven Working Together

Prepare to face a threat of unparalleled magnitude as the Chaos and Skaven armies have formed a dark pact to plunge the world
into death and decay. Our heroes will face a horde of hostile combatants in a variety of shapes and sizes.

Fight Overwhelming Enemy Hordes

Facing the infinite numbers of the Skaven combined with the brutal strength of the Chaos army, the heroes must stand together
and their fight must strike a balance between sound tactics and fury to overcome unimaginable odds.

The Heroic Deeds System
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Experience unique scenarios and intense trials with our new Heroic Deeds System - consumable quests that will dramatically
alter enemy composition, level settings, weapon use and mission objectives.

Talent Trees and Progression

Level up your heroes and climb the talent tree of your chosen career, unlocking new abilities and gaining access to powerful
gear along the way.

The Adventure Continues

Explore a wide range of breathtaking new levels set in and around Helmgart, a fortress city protecting the Bretonnian border of
the Empire.

New Improved Loot System

At the end of each mission, you will be rewarded with relevant loot - weapons, consumable quests, trinkets, hats, crafting
material and more - all applicable to your chosen career.
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Title: Warhammer: Vermintide 2 - Collector's Edition Upgrade
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Fatshark
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Minimum:

OS: 64-bit Windows 7, 64-bit Windows 8 (8.1) or 64-bit Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i5-2300 @ 2.80 GHz / AMD FX-4350 @ 4.2 GHz

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460 or AMD Radeon HD 5870

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 65 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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Game is fun, fast paced, and challenging. Only con is the devs had to abandon the game due to low profit and the need to find a
work. Tho at this price tag / quality I would def recommend it to anyone, i've met like 2 bugs that were more funny than
gamebreaking.. Would be a decent game of the genre if it had a decent vocabulary. It does not recognize many basic english
words.. Been looking for a game of this kind for years. It has a bit of a 'clunky' feel to it and things aren't always as straight
forward as they could be. All in all a good game but vastly over priced in my opinion.. Game is thy best Football Mogul
Simulator type game I have ever played and I think I have played them all. A+++ on a job wel done. Please sir may I have
another ?. So, the game is a heck of a lot of fun. I could see myself playing it with my friends for hours. The only problem I
have with it is that I had to completely exit the game after each race. The option to leave did not work. So, I do recommend it,
but I hope that is fixed soon.. Great game, but then I have enjoyed all of Siderwebs games.. Excelent game, A very good strategy
experience in turn-based game. It let me travel to a time where I was passionate for gaming day and night. Nice remembering..
Game is bugged to me: finished the first level on second galaxy and the game crashes on loading, leaving the second level
locked. No further progess possible.

What i have seen so far: looks very nice and promising from the outside but is this very frustrating "try again, and again, and
again..." type of game on the inside.. Haven't touched it for months and now I can't even run it on windows 10 without any
reasons why...
Save your time and money and get PaintTool SAI instead.
Shame ... it had so much potential.
RIP 30 bucks.. for 15$ it gets boring after like the first lvl. all u do is run around as a zombie killing/eating people till u get a
nice size horde... then u attack an objective and hope u can overrun them. it has good potential but its not being all it could be. i
know its only in beta but a 10$ price tag would have made me feel alot better. not really worth the money in its current state.
keep in mind its still in beta tho.
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What a hidden gem. This game has some absolutely astonishing music, charming graphics and writing, interesting characters and
designs, and although it tends to be pretty standard early on in terms of mechanics, it has a lot of depth in tactical choice. This
would have been a frickin' hit on the SNES years back. Definitely worth your money.. You dont get alot but i did like the new
outdoor BBQ set! and the outdoor TV is awsome. I think $20 is alittle high for it but it is what it is.. It's just a mobile game, with
keyboard controls. And bad ones at that.. This game should be in pre alpha it is not an online game and as far as i can tell there
is only a starter area.. Really good but you may have to run through the tutorial first.. Overall the game is enjoyable.
However, you cannot modify the controls
also the controls are not responding well at certain instances of the game
The controls are the major problem this game has. This game is sadly littered with bugs.
Whilst the concept is factastic, the overall gameplay and execution is really poor.
The developers don't seem to be adding to the game in the near future and there are no bug fixes.. This is a great aircraft to
pratice your skills with before you use bigger faster jet-fighters(F-16). The Northrop T-38 Talon trainer aircraft, which were
directly based on the F-5's, is the aircraft the United States Air Force train there pilots with. It doesn't come with much toggle
switches but it is fun to fly and personally it is one of my favorites.. This is not Cry of Fear but i like it. Actually I don't
understand why there is so much toxic comments.
The game is simple, creepy and the most important it's free. I see here a great potential. Hope the devs will continue updating
the game. And by the way the game have a great soundtrack!. It's a fun city-building game, but not very challenging. A good,
chill game.
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